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Abstract—Radio frequency fingerprint identification (RFFI) is
an emerging device authentication technique that relies on the
intrinsic hardware characteristics of wireless devices. This paper
designs a deep learning-based RFFI scheme for Long Range
(LoRa) systems. Firstly, the instantaneous carrier frequency off-
set (CFO) is found to drift, which could result in misclassification
and significantly compromise the stability of the deep learning-
based RFFI system. CFO compensation is demonstrated to be
effective mitigation. Secondly, three signal representations for
deep learning-based RFFI are investigated in time, frequency, and
time-frequency domains, namely in-phase and quadrature (IQ)
samples, fast Fourier transform (FFT) results and spectrograms,
respectively. For these signal representations, three deep learning
models are implemented, i.e., multilayer perceptron (MLP), long
short-term memory (LSTM) network and convolutional neural
network (CNN), in order to explore an optimal framework.
Finally, a hybrid classifier that can adjust the prediction of deep
learning models with the estimated CFO is designed to further
increase the classification accuracy. The CFO will not change
dramatically over several continuous days, hence it can be used
to correct predictions when the estimated CFO is much different
from the reference one. Experimental evaluation is performed
in real wireless environments involving 25 LoRa devices and a
Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP) N210 platform. The
spectrogram-CNN model is found to be optimal for classifying
LoRa devices which can reach an accuracy of 96.40% with the
least complexity and training time.

Index Terms—Internet of Things, LoRa, device authentication,
radio frequency fingerprint, deep learning, carrier frequency
offset

I. INTRODUCTION

DEVICE authentication is critical to safeguard Internet
of Things (IoT) systems for allowing legitimate users

to access the network while preventing malicious users [2].
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Digital Object Identifier xxx

This task is becoming challenging with the rapid growth of
low-cost IoT devices. Conventional authentication schemes
rely on software addresses such as Media Access Control
(MAC) address, which are prone to spoofing [3]. Once the
security credentials are obtained by malicious users, they can
masquerade as legitimate users to access the private data or
launch fatal attacks on the IoT networks.

Radio frequency fingerprint identification (RFFI) is a
promising device authentication scheme that can identify
wireless devices based on their hardware fingerprints [2],
[4], [5]. Radio frequency fingerprint (RFF) originates from
hardware impairments introduced during the manufacturing
process, which are inherent to the analog front-end compo-
nents. These device-specific hardware features deviate from
their nominal values. The deviations are too small to affect
the normal communication functions but will slightly distort
wireless waveforms, from which the hardware impairments
can be extracted as device identifiers. Similar to a biomet-
ric fingerprint, RFF is unique and hard to tamper without
tremendous efforts. RFFI is particularly suitable for low-cost
IoT devices. They are made of inexpensive components thus
are rich in hardware imperfections which are the source of
RFFI. In addition, RFFI does not impose any additional power
consumption on the devices to be authenticated [2], [6], which
is particularly desirable because most IoT end nodes are with
limited computational and energy resources.

RFFI can be regarded as a classification problem, hence
the state-of-the-art deep learning technique is leveraged [7]–
[17]. This paper will study three important aspects of deep
learning-based RFFI, namely system stability, selection of
signal representations and deep learning models, as well as
the calibration of the unreliable predictions. Firstly, stability
is the most prominent requirement for RFFI [2]. Oscillator is
especially sensitive in low-cost IoT devices [8], [18], whose
frequency drift is inferred to degrade system performance over
time [19], [20]. However, there is currently no comprehen-
sive study on the impact of carrier frequency offset (CFO)
drift on RFFI systems. Secondly, a reasonable selection of
signal representation and deep learning model can improve
the performance of the RFFI system. Some RFFI systems
directly use in-phase and quadrature (IQ) samples [7]–[11],
while others transform IQ samples to other forms to make the
deep learning model easier to learn [19]. A more thorough
comparative investigation is still missing. Finally, the deep
learning model inference might not be correct when the
characteristics of several devices are similar. There is currently
no work attempting to calibrate the unreliable predictions.
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This paper is motivated to address the above research
challenges by designing a deep learning-based RFFI system
to classify LoRa devices. Specifically, we will answer the
following three questions: (1) How does the CFO variation
affect the RFFI system and can we mitigate it? (2) Can we
find a signal representation that is unique to LoRa modulation
and build a suitable deep learning model for it? (3) Can we
leverage the probabilities of the softmax output to further
enhance the classification accuracy? We carry out an in-depth
investigation and extensive experiments involving 25 LoRa
devices as devices under test (DUTs) and a Universal Soft-
ware Radio Peripheral (USRP) N210 software-defined radio
(SDR) platform as the authenticator to answer these questions.
The technical contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows.

• We carry out extensive experiments over seven months
to measure the CFO variation and demonstrate that CFO
drifts over time and degrades the RFFI performance. A
bespoke setup is established by connecting each LoRa
DUT and the USRP platform with an attenuator to
eliminate channel effects. The instantaneous CFO is
found to vary in a short time frame (over one hour).
CFO compensation is demonstrated to be an effective
mitigation method, which can improve the classification
accuracy from 83.53% to 95.35% for the spectrogram-
CNN1 model.

• We investigate three signal representations of LoRa sig-
nals to support deep learning-based RFFI, namely IQ
samples, fast Fourier transform (FFT) results and spectro-
grams, corresponding to time domain, frequency domain
and time-frequency domain analysis, respectively. For
each signal representation, we build multilayer perceptron
(MLP), convolutional neural network (CNN) and long
short-term memory (LSTM) networks to explore the opti-
mal model. The spectrogram-CNN can reach the highest
accuracy (95.35%) with the least system complexity
(1,545,193 parameters) and the shortest training time (20
minutes).

• We design a hybrid classifier based on the softmax output
and CFO to further improve the performance of deep
learning-based RFFI. The range of CFO variation remains
relatively stable over days, as the environment tempera-
ture only changes slowly. Hence, the output of the deep
learning model is calibrated according to the estimated
CFO. The designed hybrid classifier can significantly
improve the classification accuracy, namely from 58.26%
to 82.81% in the best case for the FFT-LSTM model.

In our previous work [1], we have shown that CFO must be
compensated for system stability, established a CNN model
to compare the performance of the three signal representa-
tions, and designed a hybrid classifier to improve the system
performance. This paper further extends the experimental
measurements of CFO to reveal the CFO variation in seven
months. In addition, we investigate two more deep learning

1Spectrogram-CNN denotes using the spectrogram as signal representation
and CNN as the deep learning model. Similar descriptions are used throughout
the paper.

models, namely MLP and LSTM, and discuss which signal
representation better suits them. We also examine their system
complexity and training cost.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
briefly introduces the related work and and Section III presents
the background of LoRa modulation and spectrogram. The
LoRa receiver operation is explained in Section IV. The
design details of the RFFI system and the architecture of deep
learning models are introduced in Section V and Section VI,
respectively. Section VII experimentally demonstrates CFO
drift and its effect on the RFFI system and Section VIII
evaluates the performance of the proposed RFFI systems in
a real wireless environment. Section IX concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

RFFI systems can be roughly categorized into two groups,
namely, handcrafted feature-based systems and deep learning-
based systems. Handcrafted features include statistics of the
Hilbert spectrum [21], [22], CFO [23]–[27], IQ offset [28],
phase error [28], and power amplifier/digital-to-analog con-
verter nonlinearity [29], etc. There are several major limita-
tions to such handcrafted feature-based RFFI techniques. First,
the system performance is constrained by the quality of hand-
crafted features and their extraction requires comprehensive
knowledge of the adopted communication technology. Second,
it is difficult to estimate each individual feature accurately
as the hardware imperfections are interrelated [30]. Recently,
deep learning-based RFFI is proposed to solve the above
challenges. Sankhe et al. fed the IQ samples into a CNN for
classification [9], [10]. Roy et al. investigated the performance
of three different deep learning models, namely MLP, CNN
and LSTM [15], but they only examined IQ data. As IQ
data is a complex vector, complex-valued neural networks are
adopted [31], [32].

As a device authentication scheme, RFFI should remain
stable [2]. Robyns et al. [19] indicated that the accuracy
of their system dropped over time and inferred this may be
caused by the oscillator frequency drift. However, they did
not further provide in-depth analysis or a mitigation method.
Andrews et al. [20] experimentally examined the effect of
temperature variation on different analog components, e.g.
oscillator, power amplifier, phase-locked loop, mixer, etc.,
and concluded that the oscillator is particularly sensitive to
temperature fluctuations. While CFO has been successfully
used to identify WiFi devices [26], [27], it was also observed
that low-cost ZigBee devices have severe CFO variations even
within 15 minutes [8], [18]. A comprehensive investigation of
CFO variation in low-cost IoT devices and its effect on the
RFFI is still missing.

Designing more discriminative signal representations is a
popular topic in deep learning-based RFFI. Merchant et al. [7]
calculated the error signal by subtracting the ideal signal from
the received one. He et al. [33] leveraged signal processing
techniques to decompose the received signals. Gong et al. [17]
extracted the gray histogram of bispectrum to enhance indi-
vidual discriminability. To the best knowledge of the authors,
there are only three papers on LoRa RFFI [16], [19], [34].
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Robyns et al. [19] performed FFT on the received signal to
make CFO easier to learn. Das et al. [16] directly used IQ
samples as the system input. Jiang et al. [34] adopted the so-
called differential constellation trace figures. However, none of
them considered the unique modulation techniques of LoRa.

The confidence information returned by deep learning mod-
els can be further leveraged. The softmax function is used to
return a list of probabilities over all the classes, and the label
with the highest probability is selected as the final prediction.
However, the classifier is not confident about its prediction
when the confidence score is low and the probabilities of
several classes are quite close. Gritsenko et al. [35] used the
confidence information to detect unregistered devices. When
the prediction confidence is low, the classifier considers the
signal is from a new device that is not present in the training
set. However, there has been no work reported to calibrate the
predictions of deep learning.

III. PRELIMINARY

A. LoRa Modulation Technique

LoRa is a physical layer standard patented by Semtech
in 2014 [36], which has been widely used for long range
IoT applications. LoRa employs chirp spread spectrum (CSS)
modulation whose frequency increases or decreases linearly
with time. It is a type of non-stationary signal that can be
analyzed by time-frequency analysis.

The standard linear chirp in the RF band, crf (t), can be
mathematically expressed as

crf (t) = Aej(−πBt+π
B
T t

2+2πfct), (1)

where A, B, T , fc are amplitude, bandwidth, time duration,
and carrier frequency of crf (t), respectively. In LoRa modu-
lation, T is adjustable by modifying the spreading factor SF
and bandwidth B

T =
2SF

B
. (2)

The baseband chirp signal, c(t), can be derived from (1)

c(t) = Aej(−πBt+π
B
T t

2) = Aejφ(t), (3)

where φ(t) denotes the phase of c(t). The instantaneous
frequency can then be calculated as

f(t) =
1

2π

dφ(t)

dt
= −B

2
+
B

T
t (0 ≤ t ≤ T ). (4)

The LoRa standard specifies several repeated baseband
chirps at the beginning of a packet as preambles [37]. The
preamble part is the same for all the packets and any LoRa
device type. Fig. 1a shows the time-domain baseband signal of
the preamble part and Fig. 1b is the zoom of the first preamble.

B. Short-time Fourier Transform and Spectrogram

Short-time Fourier transform (STFT) is a well-known time-
frequency analysis algorithm that has been extensively used
to analyze non-stationary signals. The linear chirp employed
by LoRa modulation is a typical non-stationary signal so the
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Fig. 1. Preamble part of a LoRa packet. (a) Time domain signal of all the
preambles (I branch). (b) Time domain signal of the first preamble (I branch).
(c) Spectrogram of all the preambles. (d) Spectrogram of the first preamble.

spectrogram obtained by STFT is usually used to visualize
LoRa packets.

The discrete-time STFT is mathematically given as

STFT (m, f) =

∞∑
n=−∞

x[n]w[n−mR]e−j2πfnTs , (5)

where x[n] is the signal to be analyzed, w[n] is the window
function of length M . R is the hop size. m is the column
index of the result. The spectrogram is given as

Spectrogram(m, f) = |STFT (m, f)|2 , (6)

where | · | returns the amplitude. Fig. 1c is the spectrogram of
the entire preamble part and Fig. 1d shows the zoom of the
first one. Spectrogram can represent how the instantaneous
frequency changes over time.

IV. LORA RECEIVER OPERATION

A. Signal Reception

The LoRa signal is first captured by a receiver antenna,
i.e., rrf (t). Then it is down-converted to the baseband. The
received baseband signal is sampled by an analog-to-digital
converter to obtain the digital baseband signal r[nTs], which
can be mathematically expressed as

r[nTs] =rrf [nTs]e
−j2πfrx

c nTs

=u[nTs]e
j2π∆fnTs , (7)

where u[nTs] is the transmitted baseband signal, Ts is the
sampling interval, f txc and frxc are the carrier frequencies of
the transmitter and receiver, respectively, and ∆f = f txc −frxc
is the CFO between them. For the simplicity of notations, Ts
is omitted. The digital baseband signal can be rewritten as

r[n] = u[n]ej2π∆fnTs . (8)
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B. Synchronization

Accurate synchronization is essential to detect signal arrival.
The well-known Schmidl-Cox algorithm is exploited, which
is based on the repeating property of the preambles [38]. The
mathematical expression is shown as

M [n] =

∣∣∣∑L−1
k=0 r[n+ k]r∗[n+ k + L]

∣∣∣∑L−1
k=0 r[n+ k + L]r∗[n+ k + L]

, (9)

where r∗[n + k] denotes the conjugate of r[n + k] and L is
the symbol length (in samples) of one LoRa symbol, given as

L =
T

Ts
, (10)

where symbol duration T must be the integer multiple of sam-
pling time Ts to make L an integer. A threshold is predefined
to detect the arrival of the packet: when M [n] > threshold,
the packet arrives. However, this approach can only detect the
arrival of a packet but not the exact starting point [39]. There is
usually a short section of channel noise in front of the received
packet.

A more precise synchronization algorithm is essential to
locate the exact starting point of the packet. Robyns et al. [39]
proposed an effective fine synchronization algorithm according
to the unique characteristics of LoRa signals. First, an ideal
baseband basic chirp is generated at the receiver and its
instantaneous frequency fideal[n] is calculated as (4). Then the
receiver calculates the instantaneous frequency of the coarse
synchronized baseband signal, f̂r[n]. Finally, a sliding window
cross-correlation is performed between f̂r[n] and fideal[n].
The index of the maximum value is chosen as the index of
the accurate starting point, ind, which is given as

ind = arg max
iε{0,1,...,L−1}

( L−1∑
n=0

fideal[n] · f̂r[n+ i]
)
. (11)

C. CFO Estimation and Compensation

The ideal instantaneous frequency of the baseband basic
chirp, fideal[n], increases linearly from −B2 to B

2 . However,
there is an inevitable frequency offset, ∆f , in the received
baseband signal r[n]. The instantaneous frequency f [n] thus
becomes

f [n] = −B
2

+ ∆f +
B

T
nTs. (12)

Thanks to the linearity of f [n], the CFO can be coarsely
estimated by calculating the mean value of f [n] of the received
preambles. The estimated CFO f̂coarse is given as

∆f̂coarse =
1

L

L−1∑
n=0

f [n]. (13)

The received signal can be compensated by the estimated
f̂coarse, given as

r′[n] = r[n] · e−j2π∆f̂coarsenTs . (14)

However, the coarse compensation is not accurate enough.
There will be a residual CFO after the above coarse frequency
compensation, hence we further employ a fine CFO estimation

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Histograms of residual CFO. (a) Residual CFO after coarse compen-
sation. (b) Residual CFO after fine compensation.

algorithm. The residual offset, f̂fine, can be estimated based
on the repeating property of preambles, given as

∆f̂fine = − 1

2πTsL
∠
( L−1∑
n=0

r′[n]r′∗[n+ L]
)
, (15)

where ∠· returns the angle of the variable. The received signal
can be further finely compensated as

r′′[n] = r′[n] · e−j2π∆f̂finenTs . (16)

As the phase can only be resolved in [−π, π], the range of
CFO that can be estimated by (15) is

|∆f̂fine| <
π

2πTsL
=

B

2SF+1
. (17)

When the LoRa transmission is configured with SF=7 and
B=125 kHz, the estimation capability is within ±488.3
Hz. Commonly, the oscillator drift of LoRa devices is
±10 ppm [40], approximately 8.68 kHz for an 868 MHz
carrier frequency, which is much higher than 488.3 Hz. Hence,
the coarse CFO estimation should be employed first to limit
the residual offset before the fine CFO estimation.

After the coarse and fine CFO estimation, the overall
estimated CFO, ∆f̂ , can be represented as

∆f̂ = ∆f̂coarse + ∆f̂fine. (18)

Simulation is carried out to evaluate the performance of
CFO compensation using MATLAB. The baseband LoRa
preamble, u[n], and a CFO, ∆fsim, are generated and com-
bined as in (8). Then the coarse estimated CFO ∆f̂coarse is
derived by (13). The residual CFO after coarse compensation
can be calculated by ∆fsim − ∆f̂coarse. Similarly, the fine
estimated CFO, ∆f̂fine, can be obtained by (15) and the
residual CFO after fine compensation can be calculated by
∆fsim − ∆f̂coarse − ∆f̂fine. We ran the simulation 10,000
times with ∆fsim uniformly distributed between -10,000 Hz
and +10,000 Hz. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was 20 dB.
The residual CFOs after coarse and fine compensation are
shown by histograms in Fig. 2. The residual CFO after coarse
and fine compensation is between 5 Hz to 20 Hz and between
-1 Hz to +1 Hz, which is quite accurate.
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Fig. 3. A deep learning-based RFFI system. CFO compensation is adopted.

V. RFFI SYSTEM

The architecture of the proposed RFFI system is shown
in Fig. 3. The proposed system only uses the preamble
part to prevent the model from learning protocol-specific
knowledge. In the training stage, numerous packets are col-
lected from legitimate devices with each packet correctly
labelled. The preamble parts of these packets are then pre-
processed, including synchronization, normalization and con-
version to the selected signal representation (IQ samples/FFT
results/spectrogram). After the pre-processing, the training
data is used to train the deep learning model. Once the training
is completed, the newly received packet preamble can be fed
into the trained deep learning model and a predicted device
label will be returned, which is named the inference phase.

A. Synchronization and CFO Compensation

Synchronization detects the signal arrival and locates the
packet relying on the repeated preambles, which is a standard
process in the communication system. The algorithm used in
this paper has been described in Section IV-B.

CFO estimation and compensation are also normal op-
erations in communication systems. Some previous studies
retained the CFO as a discriminative feature, which may
compromise the system stability [19]. We adopted the CFO
estimation and compensation algorithms introduced in Sec-
tion IV-C. During the training stage, a CFO database is
generated by recording the average CFO of each DUT. This
CFO database will be used to calibrate the softmax output of
deep learning models, which will be introduced in Section V-E.

B. Normalization

Normalization is a standard process in RFFI since classifiers
should not distinguish devices based on the power of the
received signal. We normalize the received signal by dividing
its root mean square value. The normalized signal s[n] can be
given as

s[n] =
r′′[n]

xrms
, (19)

where xrms is the root mean square of the amplitude of the
compensated signal r′′[n].

C. Signal Representation

The received IQ samples can be directly fed into the
deep learning model. They can also be converted to other
representations using signal processing algorithms. This helps
reveal underlying signal characteristics thus makes the classi-
fier easier to learn.

IQ samples: IQ samples, consisting of samples from I
and Q branches, represent the time-domain signals which
are captured from the receiver chain directly. Some previous
studies aim to design protocol-agnostic RFFI systems so they
employ IQ samples as system inputs [7]–[11]. However, this
can make training deep learning models difficult and time-
consuming as some signal characteristics are not obvious in
the time domain.

FFT results: FFT transforms the signal into the frequency
domain, making some features easier to observe. For example,
the CFO causes phase differences in the time domain, but is
reflected as a shift of frequency spectrum in the frequency
domain. The latter is easier to observe [19].

Spectrogram: The spectrogram reveals signal characteris-
tics in the time-frequency domain, which not only provides in-
formation about frequency components but also demonstrates
how they change over time. It is useful for analyzing non-
stationary wireless signals, including the chirps employed by
LoRa. Logarithmic compression of magnitudes has been a
standard method in preprocessing spectrograms [41], which
is also used in this work.

D. Deep Learning Model

Deep learning models can automatically extract features
from signal representations without the need for feature
engineering. Considering the characteristics of IQ samples,
FFT results and spectrogram, three well-known deep learning
models are investigated, namely MLP, CNN and LSTM. A
rule of thumb in deep learning is that CNN is efficient
in processing data with spatial correlation such as images
(spectrogram), while LSTM is efficient in time series with
temporal correlation (IQ samples).

Multilayer Perceptron: MLP is the forerunner of CNN
and LSTM. It consists of fully connected layers and employs
non-linear activation functions to process the data that is not
linearly separable. It includes numerous parameters since all
the neurons are fully connected, which results in redundancy.
MLP has no preferred input data type.

Convolutional Neural Network: CNN was popular in
recent years thanks to its excellent performance in image
recognition and computer vision [42]. CNN is usually com-
posed of convolutional layers, fully connected layers and
some pooling layers. CNN is designed to capture the spatial
correlation in the input data thus particularly suitable for
processing images. Among the three signal representations
introduced in Section V-C, spectrogram can be considered as
a 2D image thus may be suitable for CNN.

Long Short-Term Memory Network: LSTM is a kind
of recurrent neural network that is designed for temporal
sequences such as speech and acoustic signals [43]. It is
efficient in capturing the temporal correlation in the input
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sequences. Among the three signal representations, both IQ
samples and spectrogram exist temporal correlation thus may
be suitable for LSTM.

Softmax Output: In classification problems, softmax func-
tion is usually employed in the last layer of a deep learning
model to map the outputs to a list of probabilities S =
(S1, S2, ..., SK) over all the classes, which can be mathemat-
ically expressed as

Sk = σ(z)k =
ezk∑K
j=1 e

zj
for k = 1, 2, ...,K, (20)

where K is the total number of classes, Sk is the probability of
the k-th class, and z = (z1, z2, ..., zK) is the output of the layer
before softmax activation. The straightforward method to make
predictions is to select the class with the highest probability
as the final predicted label, which is used by most of the deep
learning-based RFFI systems.

E. Hybrid Classifier

CNN cannot perfectly distinguish devices whose hardware
characteristics are quite similar, particularly when they are
from the same manufacturer. Then, the output probabilities
of these classes are close to each other, e.g., S1 = 0.51 and
S2 = 0.49. In this case, simply selecting the device with the
highest probability possibly results in misclassification.

As we will demonstrate later in Section VII and Fig. 6, the
CFO remained relatively stable over several continuous days.
This inspires us to use the estimated CFO to calibrate the
prediction of deep learning models.

We propose a hybrid classifier to exclude unreliable predic-
tions returned by the deep learning model, which is described
in Algorithm 1. We first create a CFO database for all the
K devices during the training stage. For the kth DUT, the
CFO database includes ∆f̂min

k , ∆f̂max
k , ∆f̂k = (∆f̂max

k +

∆f̂min
k )/2 and λk = (∆f̂max

k − ∆f̂min
k )/2. Then, for each

DUT during the inference stage, we will estimate its CFO,
{∆f̂DUT }, and compare it with the reference CFO stored in
the database. The process can be formulated as∣∣∣∆f̂DUT −∆f̂k

∣∣∣ H1

≷
H0

λk. (21)

The hypothesis H1 means that the packet is impossible to
be sent from the k-th device due to the large difference
between ∆f̂DUT and the reference ∆f̂k. When this happens,
the probability of k-th class, Sk, is set to zero. In contrast,
hypothesisH0 means the prediction of the deep learning model
is correct, thus Sk maintains the original value. After the
calibration, the device with the highest probability in S is
selected as the final predicted label.

VI. DESIGN OF DEEP LEARNING MODELS

This section will introduce the architectures of all the deep
learning models as well as the training details. The preamble
part of LoRa packets used in our experiments contains 8,192
IQ samples. The FFT result also consists of 8,192 complex
numbers. As the deep learning model cannot process complex
numbers, we split I and Q branches of IQ data, and the

Algorithm 1 Hybrid Classifier
INPUT: S, The softmax output which denotes the probability

of each device;
INPUT: ∆f̂DUT , The estimated CFO of the DUT;
INPUT: ∆f̂k, The reference CFO of the k-th device stored

in the database;
INPUT: λk, The CFO threshold of the k-th device
OUTPUT: l, The eventually predicted label.

1: for k = 1 to K do
2: if

∣∣∣∆f̂DUT −∆f̂k

∣∣∣ > λk then
3: Sk = 0
4: else
5: Sk = Sk
6: end if
7: end for
8: Select the device with the highest probability in S as the

predicted label.
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Fig. 4. Deep learning model architecture. (a) CNN for spectrograms. (b) CNN
for IQ/FFT data. (c) MLP for IQ/FFT data and spectrograms. (d) LSTM for
IQ/FFT data and spectrograms.

amplitude and phase of FFT result as two independent dimen-
sions. Therefore, the input dimension of deep learning models
designed for IQ/FFT data is 2*8192. Unlike IQ and FFT data,
spectrogram can be considered as a 2-D image thus leads to a
different input dimension. We generate the spectrogram with
a rectangular window of length 256 and hop size 128, which
leads to a 256*63 spectrogram. We further crop it to a smaller
size of 102*63 as the top and bottom parts contain nearly no
useful information.

The proposed deep learning models are developed from the
well-known ones. For instance, the CNN for spectrogram is
developed from LeNet but its structure is further experimen-
tally optimized to adapt to our applications.
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A. CNN Architectures

The architecture of CNN for spectrogram is illustrated in
Fig. 4(a). It consists of three 2D convolutional layers with 8,
16, and 32 3*3 filters, respectively. Each convolutional layer
is followed by a batch normalization (BN) layer and activated
by the rectified linear unit (ReLU) function. There are two
maxpooling layers of size 2*2 following the first and second
convolutional layer. The last convolutional layer is connected
to a fully connected layer activated by leaky ReLU. Dropout
is adopted before fully connected layers and padding is used
in each convolutional layer.

The architecture of CNN for IQ/FFT is illustrated in
Fig. 4(b), which consists of three 2D convolutional layers
and one fully connected layer. The three convolutional layers
are composed of 8, 16, and 32 filters with filter sizes of
1*128, 2*128, and 2*128, respectively. There are two 1*4 max
pooling layers following the first and second convolutional
layer. Other settings are the same as the CNN designed for
spectrogram.

B. MLP Architectures

For a fair comparison, the MLPs for spectrogram and
IQ/FFT have the same network architecture except for the
input dimension. The architecture is shown in Fig. 4(c). It
is implemented with 4 fully connected layers. The first three
layers have 1024 neurons with ReLU activation and the last
one has 128 neurons with leaky ReLU activation. Dropout is
adopted after the third fully connected layer.

C. LSTM Architectures

Similar to the MLP, the LSTMs designed for spectrogram
and IQ/FFT have the same network architecture except for the
input dimension. We use two LSTM layers with 512 units, tanh
is adopted as the activation function. Then we add one fully
connected layer with leaky ReLU activation after the second
LSTM layer. Dropout is used after the second LSTM layer.

D. Training Parameters

The deep learning models are trained with the same param-
eters. We select Adam as the optimizer and the initial learning
rate is set to 0.0003. The learning rate drops every 10 epochs
with a drop factor of 0.3. The mini-batch size is set to 32 and
the L2 regularization factor is 0.0001. The training stops when
the maximum epochs are reached (60 epochs). The training
and validation loss plateaus when they reached the maximum
epochs so that all the models can be considered fully trained.
All the networks are implemented with the MATLAB Deep
Learning Toolbox2 and trained on the same PC with a GPU
of NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1660.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF CFO DRIFT

The RF fingerprints must be time-invariant in the presence
of environmental and time changes as they represent the
user identities. Hence, stability is one of the most essential

2https://mathworks.com/products/deep-learning.html

TABLE I
LORA DUTS.

DUT Index Model Chipset

1 - 5 SX1272MB2xAS mbed shield4 SX1272

6 - 10 SX1261MB2xAS mbed shield5 SX1261

11 - 15 Pycom FiPy6 SX1272

16 - 20 Pycom LoPy7 SX1276

21 - 25 Dragino SX1276 shield8 SX1276

SX1261MB2xAS

Pycom FiPy Pycom LoPy

Dragino SX1276

SX1272MB2xAS

(a)

USRP N210

LoRa DUT
Attenuator

Power
Bank

(b)

Fig. 5. Experimental devices and setup. (a) LoRa DUTs. (b) The LoRa
transmitter and USRP receiver connected by a 40 dB attenuator.

attributes of an RFFI system. In this section, we experimentally
demonstrated that CFO drifts over time and CFO compensa-
tion is an indispensable procedure in RFFI systems to prevent
system performance from deteriorating.

A. Experimental Setup

We used ten LoRa devices of two models, namely five
SX1272MB2xAS mbed shields and five SX126xMB2xAS
mbed shields, as listed in Table I and shown in Fig. 5(a). All
the LoRa devices were configured with SF = 7, bandwidth
B = 125 kHz, and carrier frequency fc = 868.1 MHz. The
receiver was a USRP N210 SDR and configured with carrier
frequency fc = 868.1 MHz and 1 MS/s sampling rate. We
used the Communications Toolbox Support Package for USRP
Radio of Matlab to configure the USRP N210 SDR and access
data from it3. In order to eliminate channel effects and focus on
CFO variations, we created a bespoke setup by connecting the
LoRa DUT and USRP N210 receiver by a 40 dB attenuator,
as shown in Fig. 5(b). The packet transmission interval was
set to 1 second.

B. CFO Drift

To evaluate the CFO drift in a long term, we carried
extensive experiments spanning seven months, namely April
and September, October, and November 2020. The five
SX1272MB2xAS LoRa devices were tested as a case study.
We collected 3,000 packets per day from each device, and
each collection lasted about one hour.

3https://mathworks.com/help/supportpkg/usrpradio/
5https://os.mbed.com/components/SX1272MB2xAS/
6https://os.mbed.com/components/SX126xMB2xAS/
7https://pycom.io/product/fipy/
8https://pycom.io/product/lopy4/
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Fig. 6. CFO drift over seven months. The experiments were carried out in April, September, October, and November 2020. The data collection in April for
each device were not completed on a single day thus cannot be labeled with a specific date.

The CFO of each packet was estimated using the algorithm
introduced in Section IV-C. As can be observed in Fig. 6,
the CFO decreased over the first 20 minutes and then re-
mained relatively constant. This is reasonable because the
temperature gradually increases after the device is powered
on (self-heating) and the oscillator is sensitive to temperature
variations [20]. The short-time variation indicates that the CFO
of devices changes rapidly within a short time after they are
powered on.

It is also observed in Fig. 6 that there is a non-negligible
and unpredictable CFO change over 7 months. The drift is
probably caused by uncontrollable environmental conditions
such as room temperature. However, it can also be found that
the CFO does not change dramatically over several continuous
days, which is possibly due to the relatively stable room
temperature.

In machine learning tasks, training and test sets are often
required to have the same, at least similar data distributions.
Otherwise, the trained model will perform poorly on the test
set. However, the CFO variation indicates that the training
data and test data may have different CFOs when they are
collected on different days, which will result in different data
distributions. In such cases, CFO compensation is necessary
to solve the drift problem caused by CFO variations.

The received packet contains thousands of IQ samples
(dimensions). The t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding
(t-SNE) is a well-known non-linear dimensionality reduction
technique to visualize high-dimensional data, which has been
used for data visualization in a wide range of applications,
including RFFI [19]. Hence, we can use t-SNE to visualize
the IQ data collected on different days and understand the
effectiveness of CFO compensation.

The results are given in Fig. 7. We used the data of device
1 as an example. Each point represents one packet, and the
colors of points indicate the day on which the packet was
collected. From Fig. 7(a), the IQ data collected on different
days gather as several clusters when CFO was not compen-
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Fig. 7. t-SNE visualization of IQ data. (a) Without CFO compensation. (b)
With CFO compensation.

sated. After CFO compensation, the IQ data collected on
different days were mixed and cannot be separated intuitively,
as shown in Fig. 7(b). This is desired for RFFI because the
IQ data collected from one device should be time-invariant.
Therefore, CFO compensation is an indispensable process in
RFFI systems.

C. The Effect of CFO Drift on RFFI

Besides the data collection for five SX1272MB2xAS LoRa
devices on four days in April, we also carried out the same
experiments for the five SX1261MB2xAS LoRa devices. We
used the data from these ten devices on four days to evaluate
the effect of CFO drift on RFFI. The spectrogram was selected
as the signal representation and the CNN model in Fig. 4(a)
was used. The CNN was trained with the first 1,000 packets of
each device (1,000*10 packets in total) from the Day 1 dataset,
among which 90% were randomly selected for training and
the rest 10% were for validation. Then we used another 1,000
packets of each device from Day 1 dataset to test the trained
CNN classifier. For Day 2-4 datasets, the first 1,000 packets
of each device were used as the test data. This allowed us to
evaluate the trained CNN classifier with packets collected on
four different days.
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Fig. 8. Experimental results without CFO compensation (spectrogram-CNN
model). (a) Day 1 Training, Day 1 Test, overall accuracy: 99.57%. (b) Day
1 Training, Day 2 Test, overall accuracy: 78.84%. (c) Day 1 Training, Day
3 Test, overall accuracy: 85.32%. (d) Day 1 Training, Day 4 Test, overall
accuracy: 77.83%.

Fig. 8 shows the confusion matrices obtained by the
spectrogram-CNN model when CFO compensation was not
applied. Figs. 8(a), 8(b), 8(c), and 8(d) represent the classi-
fication results when the test data was collected on Day 1,
Day 2, Day 3, and Day 4, respectively. When the training
and test sets were collected on the same day (Fig. 8(a)), the
classification accuracy reached 99.57 % which was almost no
classification error.

However, when the training and test data were collected on
different days (Figs. 8(b), 8(c), and 8(d)), the classification
results were unacceptable as several devices were completely
misclassified, e.g., Dev 3 and Dev 5 in Fig. 8(d). As shown in
Fig. 9(a), it can be observed that the CFO of Dev 3 drifted by
hundreds of hertz from Day 1 to Day 4. The CFO of Dev 3 test
data (light blue dashed line) was closer to Dev 2 training data
(red solid line) rather than Dev 3 training data (light blue solid
line). Similarly, as shown in Fig. 9(b), the CFO of Dev 5 test
data (blue dashed line) was closer to Dev 4 training data (green
solid line) rather than Dev 5 training data (blue solid line). It
is inferred that CFO drift was the main reason for performance
degradation and a slight drift of CFO would cause the classifier
to make a wrong decision.

Fig. 10 shows the confusion matrices obtained by the
spectrogram-CNN model when CFO compensation was ap-
plied. The accuracy always maintained above 96% on the
four days. These results reveal that CNN can classify devices
with high accuracy after CFO compensation and performance
degradation is significantly mitigated.
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Fig. 9. The comparison of CFO between the Day 1 training data and Day 4
test data. (a) Comparsion between Dev 2 and Dev 3. (b) Comparsion between
Dev 4 and Dev 5.
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Fig. 10. Experimental results with CFO compensation (spectrogram-CNN
model). (a) Day 1 Training, Day 1 Test, overall accuracy: 98.89%. (b) Day
1 Training, Day 2 Test, overall accuracy: 98.05%. (c) Day 1 Training, Day
3 Test, overall accuracy: 96.73%. (d) Day 1 Training, Day 4 Test, overall
accuracy: 96.93%.

VIII. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATIONS IN A REAL
WIRELESS ENVIRONMENT

In Section VII, the LoRa DUT and USRP were connected
using an attenuator, which allowed us to investigate the CFO
effect on RFFI without the impact of the wireless channel.
However, this is not a practical application scenario. Our
proposed RFFI system will be further evaluated in a real
wireless environment in this section.

A. Experimental Setup

We increased the number of LoRa DUTs to 25 in this
section. As shown in Table I and Fig. 5a, these LoRa devices
were from five manufacturers. The same USRP N210 SDR was
used as the receiver. The LoRa DUTs and USRP were config-
ured with the same parameters as described in Section VII-A.
However, we reduced the transmission interval to 0.3 seconds
to accelerate the signal collection.
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Fig. 11. CFO of each packet in the dataset of Dev 1.

The experiments were carried out in a typical indoor envi-
ronment, with chairs and tables distributed in the room. The
distance between the LoRa DUT and USRP was about three
meters and there was a line of sight (LOS) between them.
We collected 2,000 packets continuously from each device,
which lasted about 15 minutes. All the devices were placed
at the same location and the environment was kept the same.
Therefore, the same channel condition can be assumed for all
the signal transmissions.

We evaluated different signal representations and deep
learning models. We used the first 1,000 packets of each
device as the training data, 90% of which were randomly
selected for training and the rest 10% were for validation.
The second 1,000 packets of each device were used as the
test data to evaluate the RFFI system. The experimental results
are presented in Table II. We analyzed the results from three
aspects: the impact of CFO in a wireless environment, the
selection of signal representation and deep learning models,
and the effectiveness of our proposed hybrid classifier.

B. Impact of CFO Drift

We take Dev 1 as an example to illustrate the CFO variation
of the collected data. Fig. 11 shows the CFO of each packet
collected from Dev 1, and presents a similar pattern with Fig. 6
that the CFO decreased after the device was powered on. In
the wireless experiments, we used packets 1-1,000 to train
the deep learning model and packets 1,001-2,000 to evaluate
their performance. The packets in the test set (red curve) have
different CFOs from those in the training set (blue curve).

Similar to Section VII-B, we used t-SNE to visualize the
training and test data and the results are shown in Fig. 12.
There are 2,000 points and the blue points represent packets
1-1,000 (training data) and red points represent packets 1,001-
2,000 (test data). From Fig. 12(a) it can be observed that
there are distinct clusters when there is no CFO compensation,
which indicates that the training and test data have different
features/distributions. In contrast, as shown in Fig. 12(b), the
blue and red points are mixed after CFO compensation and
cannot be separated intuitively. This is expected because the
features of each device should be time-invariant after CFO
compensation.
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Fig. 12. t-SNE visualization of the training and test sets of Dev1. (a) Without
CFO compensation. (b) With CFO compensation.

The overall classification accuracies are shown in Table II.
When there was no CFO compensation, the accuracies are not
satisfying for all the signal representations and deep learning
models. Take spectrogram-CNN as an example, the overall
accuracy was only 83.53%. After CFO compensation was
applied, the accuracy significantly increased to 95.35%. The
confusion matrices were given in Figs. 13(a) and 13(b) that
provide more detailed information.

C. Selection of Signal Representation and Deep Learning
Model

The most crucial step to establishing deep learning-based
RFFI systems is to select an appropriate signal representation
and build a suitable deep learning model for it. The system
performance can be roughly evaluated by three metrics: clas-
sification accuracy, system complexity and training time.

Classification Accuracy: Classification accuracy is the
primary metric in evaluating the RFFI system as it measures
the ability to correctly identify devices. As shown in Table. II,
the spectrogram-CNN model achieves the highest classifica-
tion accuracy, namely 95.35%. The FFT-MLP model has an
accuracy of 94.48% while the IQ-CNN model reaches 92.26%.

In addition to this, we can observe two underperforming
combinations: IQ-MLP and FFT-LSTM, whose accuracies
are only 55.73% and 58.26%, respectively. For IQ-MLP, the
designed MLP may lack the ability to extract distinctive
features from LoRa IQ samples. For FFT-LSTM, there is
no time-correlation in the FFT data since it contains only
frequency-domain information, which is not suitable as the
input of LSTM networks.

System Complexity and Training Time: System complex-
ity and training time are additional required considerations.
The RFFI systems are desired to have low complexity and
as few parameters as possible so that the demand on the
authenticator hardware (memory, computing power) will be
reduced and the authentication will be faster. Table. II reveals
that the spectrogram-based CNN has the least amount of
parameters, namely 1,545,193, and the trained CNN only takes
up 5,679 kb of storage space.

The training time is another essential metric. High-
performance GPUs are often required in deep learning to
accelerate the training process, while it is impractical to
have the authenticators carry expensive GPUs which will
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TABLE II
CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY OF DIFFERENT MODELS, NUMBER OF PARAMETERS AND REQUIRED TRAINING TIME.

Signal Representation Deep Learning Model
Accuracy

# of Parameters Training Timew/o CFO Comp. w/ CFO Comp. Hybrid

IQ samples

MLP 54.08% 55.73% 78.26% 19,018,009 25 min

CNN 64.10% 92.26% 98.11% 4,361,545 75 min

LSTM 61.16% 89.54% 95.14% 4,267,289 70 min

FFT results

MLP 55.44% 94.48% 96.17% 19,018,009 25 min

CNN 61.14% 82.10% 85.58% 4,361,545 75 min

LSTM 49.20% 58.26% 82.81% 4,267,289 69 min

Spectrogram

MLP 88.60% 91.82% 95.95% 8,821,017 22 min

CNN 83.53% 95.35% 96.40% 1,545,193 20 min

LSTM 68.16% 89.50% 98.04% 3,427,609 80 min

significantly increase the deployment cost. As demonstrated
in Table. II, the spectrogram-based CNN requires 20 mins
for training, which is only a quarter of the spectrogram-based
LSTM. As the number of DUT increases and the deep learning
model deepens, the data sets will grow and the training time
may even increase to a few days. Then the advantages of
shorter training sessions will become more important.

Comprehensive Comparison: The combination of
spectrogram-CNN leads to the highest classification accuracy
with the least complexity and training time. Although
FFT-MLP can reach an accuracy of 94.48% which is only
0.87% lower, the designed MLP has 19,018,009 learnable
parameters, almost 12 times the number of spectrogram-based
CNN’s parameters. For LoRa signals, the spectrogram-CNN
systems are highly recommended. The LoRa hardware
imperfections will affect both time and frequency domains.
The spectrogram can help reveal this information, and CNN
is particularly efficient at extracting the features hidden in
spectrograms (2D images).

D. Comparison to Previous Work

Roy et al. compared the performance of MLP, CNN and
LSTM on classifying eight USRP B210 devices with QPSK
modulation [17]. However, they only considered IQ samples
as the signal representation. The most relevant works on
LoRa RFFI are [19] and [16] that employ deep learning
techniques as well. Robyns et al. [19] selected the FFT as the
signal representation and investigated three different learning
models, namely support vector machine (SVM), MLP and
CNN. Das et al. [16] directly used the IQ samples as the
signal representation and compared the performance of SVM,
MLP and LSTM. Their models correspond to the combination
of FFT-CNN, FFT-MLP, IQ-LSTM and IQ-MLP, which have
been included in our work and the comparison results can be
found in Table II. Both papers concluded that the performance
of SVM is much worse than deep learning models therefore
SVM is not studied in this work.

E. Performance of the Hybrid Classifier

The hybrid classifier introduced in Section V-E calibrates
the softmax output of the deep learning model according

to the estimated CFO. As shown in Fig. 6, the CFO varies
over different days and some devices may have similar CFOs,
hence it cannot be used solely as an RF fingerprint to iden-
tify numerous low-cost IoT devices. However, CFO will not
change dramatically thus can be used for calibration to rule
out predictions whose estimated CFO is much different from
the reference CFO.

As shown in Table II, it can be observed that the hybrid
classifier can increase the accuracy for all the signal rep-
resentations and deep learning models. The most significant
improvement was the FFT-LSTM; the accuracy with the hybrid
classifier increased from 58.26% to 82.81% , which was a
24.55% improvement.

The beneficial improvement of hybrid classification is
achieved at a low cost. The calibration process only requires
K additional comparison steps, which is easy to implement
and requires only a small amount of computing resources.

IX. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a deep learning-based RFFI
scheme to classify LoRa devices and carried out extensive
experimental evaluations involving 25 LoRa devices from
five manufacturers as the DUTs and a USRP N210 SDR
as the receiver. Firstly, CFO was experimentally found to
vary over time and compromise the system stability. CFO
compensation was demonstrated to be effective in mitigating
the performance degradation. Secondly, we investigated three
signal representations, namely IQ samples, FFT results and
spectrograms, and built three deep learning models, i.e., MLP,
LSTM and CNN. The spectrogram-CNN model was shown
to achieve the highest classification accuracy with the least
complexity and the shortest training time. Finally, a hybrid
classifier was proposed to calibrate the softmax output of
deep learning models using the estimated CFO. The range of
CFO variations was found to stay relatively stable over several
continuous days so it is helpful to rule out predictions when
the estimated CFO deviates greatly from the reference CFO.
Our proposed RFFI system achieved a classification accuracy
of 96.40% in distinguishing 25 LoRa devices in real wireless
environments, when the hybrid spectrogram-CNN was used.
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Fig. 13. Classification results of the spectrogram-based CNN. (a) Without
CFO compensation, overall accuracy: 83.53%. (b) With CFO compensation,
overall accuracy: 95.35%. (c) With CFO compensation, hybrid classifier,
overall accuracy: 96.40%.
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